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ear Readers,
BLOOMING AND BECOMING – CELEBRATING WOMEN
A definite taste of spring is in the air, a season for blooming flowers, new 
beginnings and spring cleaning your life to become a better YOU. 

Blooming becomes a beautiful process of BECOMING a new lease of life for 
the Spring Vibes.

SYNCMAG is celebrating an era of empowerment in all aspects of our lives 
where the feminine side is not weak but defines strength, resilience and 
survival. This issue is dedicated to gender equality and what we have achieved 
so far.

In this issue we want to make sure every woman feels that SHE IS WORTH IT! Whether they are housewives or 
influential women who inspire the world around them. 

Our feature for the month is SAMRA ZAFAR, who undoubtedly is the epitome of power, influence, grace and 
success. We feel like, this woman’s issue is dedicated to her story of survival and resilience and bringing hope to 
other women. 

CPACT CHOICE AWARDS 2019 Toronto is an integral part of this issue, after the success of last year Montreal’s 
CPACT CHOICE AWARDS, we are stepping forward to promote diversity and innovation in TORONTO!!

Sync is all about celebration, achievements, glamour, special events and latest talk! We make sure to cover it all! 
Hope you enjoy this March issue and do enlighten us if there are any topics you’d like to share your views.

D
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Syncmag is dedicated to highlight recent events within the South 
Asian community of Canada. 
 
CPACT will be honoring distinguished Canadian and South Asian 
achievers in their field of excellence, by hosting the highly anticipated 
CPACT CHOICE AWARDS TORONTO 2019 GALA, which is all set to 
mesmerize the South Asian community of Toronto on Saturday April 
13th, 2019.
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PROFESSIONAL SEGMENT

PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE - REALTOR

Ankur Nagpal Rizwana Kasmani Amjad Bhutta Fatima Qureshi

Samrina Qureshy

PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE - LAW OFFICE

PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE - MORTGAGE AGENTS

Adil Law Alam Law Usman LawLone LawCanadian Miles

PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE - INSURANCE ADVISOR

Arshad Nazir Fouzia Tabbasum Munir Siddiqu Ishrat Rizvi Syed Tirmizi

PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE - TAX CONSULTANTS

Liberty Tax Services

Muhammad Hasan Farroq Filza Raza

Syeda ZehraReliance Professional Services

PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE - PROPERTY MANAGER

Saleem Malik

Muhammad Azam

Hammad Arif Khalid NazirGrant G. Gorchynski

Arfan Chaudhary

Madhu Sharma

Mumtaz Khan Nasim Qadir Yaqoob Sattar

*

*

*

*

*

* *
*

* *

*
*

* *

*
* *

*

* * * *

* * * *

*
*

* *

PROFESSIONAL EXCELLENCE - LIFE COACH

Dr. Aysha Nadia Ansari Mazhar Mirza Tahir Ali Qamar Faiz* * * * *
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Global Travel

Canadian Express Travel & Tours

Al-Barka Travel Air Wings Travel Travel Kare

HOSPITALITY EXCELLENCE - QUICK SERVICE RESTAURANT

Bollywood Unlimated

K Circle Chalo Cafe

Hero Certified Burger SABRRO

HOSPITALITY EXCELLENCE - CATERING & RESTAURANT

Tabaq Restaurant

Mustafa Catering Swagat Catering

Toshka Grill Shaheen Catering 

Canadian Ultrasound Institute 

Peel College Of Professional Studies A+ Academy Advancement

A to Z Driving School Design 8000 School 

HOSPITALITY SEGMENT

EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE SEGMENT

YOUTH SEGMENT

*

*

*

*

*

* * * *
*

* * * *

* *
**

* *
**

*
* *

*

*
*

* *
HOSPITALITY EXCELLENCE - TRAVEL & TOURISM

EDUCATION EXCELLENCE - INSTITUTE

EDUCATION EXCELLENCE - TRAINER

Feroz Hyder Sonia Semy Amjad Rana Husnain Malik Hari Iyer 

EDUCATION EXCELLENCE - ALUMNI

Karachi University

Agricultural University

UETAC NED NAMAL

LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE - YOUTH

Saira Asif Adeena Tabassum Sanea Khalid Rafay Khan Muneeb Moin* * * **
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SPORTS EXCELLENCE

Zaid Ali Umar Bhatti Saroosh Syed Hammad Syed Owais Yousuf

COMMUNITY BUILDER - SERVICES EXCELLENCE

Grant G. Gorchynski Manan Fazli Safdar Hussain Mazhar Shafiq

Akhtar Malik

COMMUNITY BUILDER - CHARITY OF THE YEAR

Charminar Connection Canada

World Islamic Mission

UIC GIDSS SAV Canada

COMMUNITY BUILDER - NONPROFIT OF THE YEAR

VOLUNTEER EXCELLENCE

Foreign Professionals of Canada ICACI Milton Muslim Moms

GTA NW Health Centre Awaz-e-Fikr

COMMUNITY BUILDER OF THE YEAR

Nadwa Nimer

Zacky Ahsan Aijaz Qureshi Nauman WaheedKhair Muhammad Kolachi

Marium Sheraz

Jenny Kim Mitra Kafle Meher MehmoodTahir I. Qureshi

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE - FORUMS

PACE Ontario Business Tech Hub

BANC OPAC

Canadian Business Club

COMMUNITY SEGMENT

BUSINESS SEGMENT

*

*

*

*

*

* * **
*

* * *
**

* * * *

* *
**

* * *
*

*
*

* *

* * * *
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11BUSINESS EXCELLENCE - BUILDERS & DEVELOPERS

Digreen Homes

SNS Developers & Construction

Sabrina Homes

Rana Renovations

Global West Developments

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE - FRANCHISE

Eggsmart.ca Canada Restaurant Tim Hortons Second Cup Popeyes

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE - GROCERIES

Arafat Grocery Store Ramzan Grocery Store Fatima Grocers

Apna Farm Aapka Bazar

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE - MARKETING 

V Create Marketing N J Marketing FUSSION5IVE

Padspromo.com Signs2go.ca

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* * *
**

*
*

* *

* * * *

* *
**

* *
**

* *
**

* * * *

* *
**

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE - TRADE IMPEX 

Khalispakwaan Rice

ANN Services Logistics Canada

BATSAMPower & Process Equipments

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE - BROKERAGE

The BIG EMPIRE Desjardins Realty Point Canadian

BUSINESS DEBUT OF THE YEAR

Oriental Costumes Rung

Cross Culture

Sabrina Tile and Decor OnusGlobal.com

BUSINESS OF THE YEAR

VIP Optical

Flooring Outlet Store Dixie Electronics

Freedom Mobile David Visual Communications
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WOMENCENTRIC
“It is necessary to break the silence – for the millions of 

silences still waiting to be broken” -SZ

Human societies tend to various degrees of patriarchy, in which 
men hold primary power. Most anthropologists agree that 
there are no known unambiguously matriarchal societies. In a 

modern society like ours, with technology such as mechanization and 
birth control, the male advantage has become largely if not entirely 
redundant. But still the patriarchy perjures, upheld by old ideology 
and devolved interests. 

From a young age, girls in particular are instructed into the virtues 
of marriage, which itself contributes to maintaining the traditional 
gender roles. Beyond a certain age, a man who remains unmarried 
is thought of as independent or intelligent, whereas a woman who 
remains unmarried is assumed to be desperate.

At a time of supreme social independence, why, say many feminists, 
should we limit ourselves to a false, repetitious, and potentially 
dreadful life of state-enforced commitment? Are we really so 
persuaded, and so cowered, that we cannot imagine a better way 
to live life?! Here’s one of many greatest examples of the individual 
woman who did not only rise above abuse to become a community 
leader, but inspired women worldwide to break the silence and 
become heroines of their own lives. 

Childhood is not for 
motherhood

“ “
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Born in Pakistan to a Muslim family, Samra Zafar spent her 
childhood in Ruwais, a small town close to Abu Dhabi in the 
United Arab Emirates, until at 16 years old she was forced to 
marry a 27-year-old IT worker in Canada. The next 10 years 
turned out to be a nightmare for Zafar, a brilliant student with a 
dream to go to a top international university.

“I was rarely allowed to leave the house and never had a 
penny to my name,” says Zafar. For many years, she was not 
allowed to learn how to drive. She didn’t have a cellphone. She 
wasn’t allowed to go to the grocery store on her own. She was 
humiliated, assaulted, and neglected, and constantly walked on 
eggshells.

Samra’s traumatic story, her eventual escape and individual 
reinvention as a human-rights activist is the focus of her new 
book, the heartbreaking and stunning A Good Wife: Escaping 
the Life I Never Chose, written with Meg Masters. The book has 
become an instant bestseller, debuting at #2 on the Globe and 
Mail Canadian non-fiction list, and has been named a top 2019 
read by The Washington Post.

After she left her husband, Zafar supported her two daughters 
while attending the University of Toronto, where she earned 
much recognition for winning several scholarships and awards. 
“My goal was to get a degree, get a job, put food on the table 
for my kids and build a life of respect,” says Zafar. “But I felt like 
there was something that I needed to do. There was a purpose, 
there was a hunger. I shared my story because I knew it is the 

story of millions of women and girls around the world suffering 
in silence and misplaced shame

Today, Zafar serves as one of the youngest alumni governors 
for the University of Toronto. She advocates tirelessly for 
equity, diversity and inclusion as a speaker and activist, and 
lectures on gender equality in many prestigious universities 
including Yale. Her extensive speaking portfolio includes two 
TEDx talks, and many major platforms across North America. 
Her work has been featured in prominent national and global 
media, including Huffington Post, Globe and Mail, Toronto Star, 
Canadian Press, Toronto Life, CTV, CBC, Global News, Yahoo, 
and many others, collectively impacting tens of millions of 
people worldwide. 

“Abuse is a behaviour symptom of flawed value 
systems, deep-rooted misogyny, and ingrained 

patriarchy that exist across the world. A Good Wife is 
my story, serving as a platform to shed light on these 
systemic roots that cause and sustain abuse - so let’s 
have those uncomfortable conversations, remove the 
taboo from them, put the shame with abusers instead 

of victims, and do the work to eliminate abuse from 
our societies. Our children deserve a world where they 
will be respected and loved for who they are. And it’s 

up to us to create it”
                                                          –Samra Zafar

A GOOD WIFE

This is a 
modern-day fairy 

tale where the 
heroine saves 
her own life.

“

“
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CPACT in affiliation with Dera Restaurant and Silver Club organized a DONOR BREAKFAST on Mar 16th at Dera Reception Hall in the presence 
of Honorable (Retd) Chief Justice Saqib Nisar, Dr. Firdous Ashiq Awan,  Ahmed Syed (founder of I am Pakistan Movement) , Senator Faisal 

Javed Khan (Member of the Senate of Pakistan) and Mohammad Saleem (Deputy High Commissioner for Pakistan) and Canadians of 
Pakistani origin comprising of business and professional fraternity.The objective of the event was to collect donations for Diamer & Bhasha dam in 
Pakistan. The event was well attended by the business diaspora of Montreal. The VIP guests appreciated CPACT’s endeavors to raise the bar for 

Canadians of Pakistani origin. The event raised close to one hundred thousand Canadian dollars

DONOR BRUNCH FOR DAM FUND
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PSC
(Caring Through Sharing)

INTRODUCTION
PSC Community is a not-for-profit Canadian association with the highest retention rate in the Community 

Associations, over 90% of our revenue is driven back to our members, currently taking care of more than 1500 
families. PSC welcomes all communities and people of all ages. Pak Services Community was founded in 2013 and 
registered with Ontario in 2016 as PSC Community with a view to give organized directions to community members 

and help them once they land at Pearson Airport. 

Our mission is to make difference in the lives of members through mutual help and respect by making our new home – Canada, 
a better place to live. PSC strength is rooted in our social cum welfare services through meetings, workshops and welfare 
projects.

: We rise by lifting others. We believe in diversity and inclusion policies of Canada. We feel an obligation to ensure that our people get 
desired settlement in Canada while retaining their identity. PSC Club is a self-sustained enterprise which offers free membership. 

The primary aim of PSC is to build both friends and families onto the success that has been achieved since the gatherings started in 2013.  
Over the years, the community has grown its capabilities, and PSC will offer a variety of services to businessmen and needy across Canada 
and the Globe. 

PSC celebrates all National and International festivals with profound participation by our members. We cherish our commitment to the 
noble cause of PSC by arranging social gatherings like potlucks, executive meetings and exciting family events. Relationships are the 
foundation for a family’s lifestyle, PSC strives to make sure that every community member feels happy to meet and often exceed their loved 
ones’ expectations. The executives help everyone to live a wonderful life and spend quality time in Canada. 

PSC Mission

Diversity & Inclusion

PSC Vision

Celebrating Festivals
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RECENT EVENTS

CONCLUSION

PSC is proudly arranging Family Workshops and cordially inviting you all to attend and make it a success. On first come first serve basis.

City Wise Family Potlucks are on to encourage area chiefs’ participations. Cities on board for month of October are: Milton, Oakville, 
Brampton and GTA Center.

PSC is proudly arranging weekend drop in Sessions for seniors and families, cordially inviting you all to attend and make it a success. Visit 
and enjoy in door games on Saturday Mornings and Sunday afternoons from 3pm to 6pm every weekend. Tea and snacks are provided free 
to spend good time.

PSC Workshops 

PSC Potlucks

PSC Drop-in Sessions

CPACT Toronto

Caring Community

PSC joined hands with Canada Pakistan Affiliated Chamber of Trade CPACT and established CPACT Toronto chapter in December 2017, 
which was formally launched for the benefit of its professionals and Businessmen on April 21, 2018 in Toronto. Since then this business 
forum grew day and night to over 500 businesses who are all set to launch first People’s choice awards on April 13, 2019. 

1. PSC celebrated new year on January 4, 2019 in Mississauga with several communities exhibiting true multicultural performances. The 
event was attended by MP Iqra Khalid, MPP Natalia Kusendova, MPP Kaleed Rashid, MPP Nina Tangri and CPACT Founder Mr. Bukhari, GTA 
Businessmen, Hamilton Business Council, Ontario Community activists and community non profit organizations like IACAI, UIC, GIDSS, 
CPPCA and Charminar along with prominent citizens. 2. PSC proudly arranges DHOLKI for all youth members who are getting married. 
Latest one was arranged on March 15, 2019. Details are evident rom Pictures.

The dedication, expertise and commitment to excellence displayed by the entire team of PSC promotes inspiration for every Canadian 
resident. In fact, the Chairman Nasir Malik is quick to deflect PSC success, saying all is mainly due to the great executives surrounding him. 

Website: www. pscclub.ca facebook:www.facebook.com/PSC-Community

PSC launched its welfare wing on August 16, 2018 with its office at 1212 Dundas Street West Mississauga. All members of PSC Community 
and CPACT Toronto are free to visit and use he facilities every day of the week. Seniors care, Newcomers help, Cultural activities and youth 
empowerment are the hallmark of its activities
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7 Changes Your 
Kitchen Needs
7 Changes Your 
Kitchen Needs

BE READY HOUSEWIVES!

Y
ess! We know kitchen might be just 
your favorite place. Not only because 
you have to stay a little longer in your 
cooking area but also because you are 
most likely to spend your time reading, 

swiping through your mobile or even sometimes 
dancing and having little fun there while cooking 
anything. But for that, your kitchen should also 
give you some refreshing, lovely and pretty vibes 
from time to time. Most of the times, we don’t 
change the settings or interior of our kitchen in 
almost a decade. And here comes a tip from 
us to you, what if some small changes in the 
kitchen make your daily routine more lively and 
amazing. Here we are with some of the most 
fashionable, trendy and quite revitalizing kitchen 
modifications you need for this season!

You can totally get creative in your space by hiding your old boring 
walls with a themed backsplash, which is basically the surface you 
install behind your countertops. It can completely transform the look 
of your kitchen. Now of course, its main function is to protect the 
walls, but it’s also a great opportunity to present your kitchen in more 
classy and artistic style.
Choose a durable material that you can wipe clean easily, but also go 
for a design that suits your style. For example, hexagonal tiles add 
interest and texture to the room.

Attractive and Easy-Care Backsplash

Just a dish rack with some pretty furnishing will make a big modification 
in your kitchen not to mention it looks nice sitting on the counter but also 
appears to be pleasing when you reassemble your dishes. Add the dish 
rack which goes well off with your paint and kitchen area theme. So, it gives that vibrant or bold look according to your 
type!

Believe us that adding a rug or a piece of fabricated carpet in your 
kitchen will make a huge difference. If you put down a red 4×6-inch 
cotton rug, it can transform into wonderful addition. A piece just at the 
starting area or middle would enchant the look and can also make your 
mood more comfortable. FLOR tile help the rugs to look classier!

Get A Great 
Dish Rack

A Rug Or Carpet For The Floor
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Putting in brand-new countertops is not a small 
change. So to improve on what you have, try one of 
these tips. Top a portion of your countertop with a big, 
handsome cutting board. It’s functional and good-
looking!

If the lighting in your kitchen is dim or you hate the overhead 
fixture, change it! Switching out an overhead light fixture 
is much easier than it sounds. It doesn’t have to be super 
expensive, either. I bought a vintage light fixture for $20 on 
Etsy, but before that I was eyeing a few options at IKEA. 
Don’t forget about under-cabinet lighting! That might be all 
you need to feel like you’ve seen the light, literally.

Cover ugly countertops

Lighting Helps!

You have no idea how much invigorating vibes one can get by adding 
some pretty and green plants and flowers onto the shelves or just 
placing them at random corners. Every last kitchen needs a plant! 
There’s something special about a little life, new growth and a little bit 
of love that plays well in a kitchen vibe. No light? Try a succulent that, 
although needs tons of light, will last 6 months before biting the dust 
and you can easily replace it. They make everything better.

Looking at blah kitchen and not caring is common. Seriously, we 
get it. But you’ll be inspired to cook, clean if you had outshined 
your kitchen by adding some pops of your personality as in 
putting some of your favorite jars, message notes or even colored 
pattern in your kitchenette. 

Greenery And Plants!

Reflect Your Personality
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Did Someone Say Glow?

Be Spring Ready
E

verybody should know the basic of good skin from tweaking your 
skin care routine with foods that work as a defroster for the winter 
blues.The spring season represents rejuvenation and bloom. 
Capture the glow with these tips for luminous skin but many of you 

might not be familiar with some tips that may come off as natural without 
taking a lot of time and money. From your skin care routine foods that give your skin 
a boost. The defrosting of winter’s chill and new flowers in bloom, the season of Spring represents 
revival, rejuvenation, and sparkle. Capture that beautiful and fresh springtide glow with these tips for luminous, radiant skin.

A little Tint of Crème Blush
A youthful glow is always in style, but this season it’s especially 
chic. Using soft crème blush in any sort can help you look lavishing 
with extremely refreshing look. This indirectly puts your face into 
untold glow. For spring, go with bright, happy and vibrant pink 
shades to add color to your lips and to complete your ensemble.

Cucumber Treatment
Cucumbers contain vitamin C and caffeic acid, two antioxidants 
that help fend off wrinkles and sun damage. Vitamin C gives your 
skin a boost of collagen and elastin, which keeps you looking 
radiant. Plus, you can save the leftovers for a cooling eye mask or 
add them to your water for a refreshing twist.

Try Multi-Use 
Products

Hydrate with 
Oil

It’s an exciting time in the beauty 
world, with products being introduced 
that serve multiple uses. These helpful 
products allow you to save time and 
money while you beautify. 

Hydrating 
your skin 
should be 
mandatory 
and if 
you ever 
wonder 
where does the natural glow appear 
on the skin then it can probably due 
to usage of some oils according to 
your skin variations. You can use a 
mixture of rosemary and coconut oil 
and don’t forget to hydrate yourself 
through water too.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
++++++++++++++
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Mineral Water Spray

Beautify All Over

Enhance Warmth

Green Tea Bags For 
Bright Eyes

Of course, the fastest 
way to look instantly 
glimmering is simply 
by spritzing your face 
with a little mineral 
water spray. Mists 
are beauty lifesavers 
and can take you 
from looking tired and 
lackluster to bright 
and dewy in seconds. 

Moving away from the winter months, it’s time for your skin to 
have some warmth. Get the look by incorporating a touch of a 
darker shade of tinted moisturizer and add a bit of foundation on 
the outer portions of face. This gives a bronzy hint without the 
heavy orangey powder bronzes most people use.

To get rid of sleepiness and get that bright-
eyed glow, place two used and cooled 
green tea bags over your eyes for few 
minutes in the morning before starting your 
skincare routine.

Warm spring weather means 
skirts, dresses and sleeveless 
blouses will soon be a major 
fixture in your wardrobe – so get 
ready to show off those arms 
and legs. Make sure your beauty 
routine gives special treatment 
to the areas you don’t often 
think about. Use an all-over skin 
product which you can find easily 
around you or can easily prepare 
at home with fresh ingredients 
such as aloe Vera, rose petals, 
fuller’s earth. 
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19‘TORONTO FASHION WEEK
EVERY HIGHLIGHT YOU NEED

FLIPPING DOWN THE RUNWAY 
DAY 1

MICHI presented their new 
collection at Equinox a luxury 
gym and spa in Yorkville 
Village which was the perfect 
venue for the Canadian-made 
sustainable activewear brand.
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CELEBRATING ETHNIC IDENTITY 

FASHION AND FOSSILS  

DAY 2

DAY 3

Designer Lesley Hampton’s highly anticipated Toronto Fashion Week.

The last day of Toronto Fashion Week x RE\SET closed out on a high note. WRKDEPT, the unisex 
streetwear brand from Montreal designers Andy Long Hoang and Tinashe Musara, presented their 

collection, Migration, with a public static presentation in the Fashion Environment. 
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Rose textured 
prints and 
patterns are 

liked by many but are 
not always considered 
by everybody when 
it comes to your 
attire. But what if 
we tell you a way to 
see everything in a 
positive light through 
rose patterns and 
flaunt it just as pretty 
as they are. We think 
picking up a pair of 
rose-colored jeans as a fashionable alternative with a 
pretty shade is an automatic mood booster. A black or 
white tee pairing with a rose pattern pant or skirt can be 
happily on the trend for this spring.

Formal, party wear or 
casual, light pastel 
blazers will add a 

pinch in your elegance 
just in the best right way 
possible. From dressing up 
a tee and jeans to throwing 
on over a flirty dress on 
date night, a right blazer is 
well off to top with a variety 
of looks. Pastel blazers is 
one of the outfit that you 
will see in many shades 
through the spring, but you 
should style yourself with 
your favorite one!

SPRING IN YOUR STEP
Slay Your Spring 

Spring is the perfect time to reinvent your style and make your wardrobe vibrant with blooming colors of 
The season. Dive into bright colors, bold patterns and lighter layers to give your fashion sense the boost 

it deserve.

Lighter fabrics, softer colors, and basically anything other than hefty wool sweaters and puffy coats is the 
mood we are having for this season. We are here with our style thoughts to put you together through this 
spring season. 

ROSETTE PRINTS

PASTEL BLAZER

 SANDAL STORM

DAINTY DENIM 

FRONT BUTTON DENIM

We hope you know that wearing denim in 
lighter pretty shades daintier than the 
palest shade of pink and purple or even 

white could turn into a pretty decent appearance. 
A denim jacket with this of-the-moment spring 
shade along a striped tee to a gingham sundress 
and espadrilles would make you look girly and 
elegant altogether. Of course, you will feel oh-so-
spring-y every day.

White denim is a perennial warm-weather favorite, 
and there are so many ways to style it. If you’re 
ready for an update in this department, go for 

a button front style with visible (and adorable!) buttons. 
Bonus trend points for a step-hem. Styling these jeans is 
an easy as a spring breeze they look great with anything 
from sneakers to heels, and from tees to lace tops.

No doubt spring is wonderful phase to revive 
your sandal wardrobe. At least two or three 
posh pair and one more casual pair would 

be a good idea. A slide style sandal is a great 
place to start if you are adding up a new sandal 
for the upcoming season wave. This easy-on-
easy-off style comes in a big selection of heel 
tallness. A pair with fabric straps will be so fresh 
and seasonal, we are sure!
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In a warmer weather you can rock 
more feminine styles, so opting a 
piece that features a few ruffles 

could be a superb idea. Tops with ruffle 
detailing are right on-trend this spring. 
You can pair your ruffle style shirt with 
ordinary jeans which can also play 
very nicely with a floral skirt. Sandal or 
sneakers will uplift the look.

ROCK THE RUFFLE 

PATTERN BOOTS

THE FLORAL EPITOME

TASSLE PANACHE Spring awakens the floral scents and charms in mind 
and a new crop of dresses is as pretty as an Easter 
garland. A new dress for weekend, work or any party, the 

floral work on your shirt or dress pants would enlighten your 
appearance. Let it be a floral tie-front or even a floral combo 
with pastel colors, this kind of floral delivery will be quite 
graceful pleasingly.

You might have forgotten but tassels can be a great way to play trend 
in this season. A loose flow top embellished with tassels can work 
best riding the boho wave. A great print to explore in this trend with a 

bold one will really add some explicit punch to your outfit. 

Uncertain weather causes the need for just a few more 
sweaters to carry us into true sunny days as winter 
transitions to spring. Amid the spring sweater trends is this 

stand out, the bell sleeve pullover. Lightweight, Handy and a little 
extra refreshing feel, this sweater can work so well with pastel 
jeans or floral skirts. 

BUTTERFLY SLEEVE 
SWEATER

Sneakers are another warm-
weather must-have, and we love 
that they come in so many styles 

now, from sleek athletic looks to suede 
slip ons to dorky dad styles. But it’s 
spring, so we want our sneakers in fun 
prints. Whether you choose high top 
or low, a pair of kicks in a print is one 
of the best ways we can think of the 
spring-up your look. Find a pair of cute 
socks and skip out into the sunlight.
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DO YOU HAIR ME?
YOUR HAIR MAKES YOUR AURA

Ladies whether you have short, long or medium hair length, flaunting them 
the right way makes one stand out in a crowd. Though we tend to over 
indulge in picking the right dress and accessories for a night out but focusing 

on the perfect look for your hair is not given that much important.

Not many of us are aware that a hairstyle is one of the most important parts 
of your daily look but it’s treated as an unsung hero! It is kind of a one-time 
investment that can benefit you for months, and can actually make or break 
your daily look. If done right, it can highlight your best features. But guess what? 
We’ve simplified this task for you. Here you go with some best tricks, options and 
hairstyles that will float your boat regardless of your shape!

Blow-Dry Bombshell

Bouffant Brilliance!

Cornrow Is The New 
Drift!

Bun on Run!

Flip your head down and 
blow dry your locks to get 
bombshell volume. Don’t 
forget to backcomb at the 
crown and back to make 
your hair look as lush and 
thick as every other model! 

Add a 60’s charm to your style 
and have a teased, back combed 
hair look especially when you 
want to have a composed look 
with the same elegancy. Just add 
exaggerated eyeliner wings for a 
gorgeous, vintage look. 

Oh my God! This deep side 
part and cornow braid style 
can literally take your look to 
new levels of chic. We think 
this can be the new element 
of cuteness and hotness two 
in one together. You can 
alternatively give your girl-
next-door an edgy makeover 
with this hairstyle. 

The half bun has quickly 
become a celeb favorite for 
its effortlessly stylish allure. 
It’s a look that anyone can 
achieve in under a minute. 
The best part is that you 
can even wear it to a dressy 
event - just add a dramatic 
pair of danglers!
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Half And Half

Ponytail Awesomeness!

Curls Galore

Knot The Naughty!

Warrior Braids

A slicked back, half ponytail 
look is proof of how fantastic 
such an easy to achieve style 
can be. Curl the ends and 
don’t forget to spray the 
waves!

Ponytail is a style which might be very simpler for you but 
you can work wonders with that. A regular ponytail with 
textured locks and plenty of volume on top can increase 
your awe-inspiring hairstyle much more. Backcomb your 
crown before pinning your pouf in place and then gather 
your mane into a ponytail. Also ponytails not only put a 
round face slimmer but can go well off with any face shape.

Who would think that you 
can take advantage of your 
unruly affair and flaunt 
those bouncy curls proudl. 
Natural curls, heatless curl 
or through a curl iron, you 
can make your curls more 
defined and bounce them 
just as you bounce your 
esteem. 

A knot can help you as fast as 
it can glam you quickly. Tying 
the knot in various styles 
can achieve you a look with 
a class. A completely cool 
knotted updo like will ensure 
plenty of appreciative 
glances wherever you go! 

You can ensure that your hair game is as 
fierce as your wardrobe choices. Making 
these free-flowing braids in any sort can 
flaunt your edgy style in the best way. 
Braids are the only most versatile way you 
can play with and rocking it everytime!
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EVERYDAY EMPOWERING

A seasoned woman is marinated by life,s experiences and complexities. Like wine she can be alternately sweet, tart, sparkling 
and mellow.  The fastest way to change society is to mobilize women. Being a feminist means changing the perspective of 

strength in women. Empowerment can be different things for each one of us. With every fall we learn a new perspective to rise 
above failures, disappointments, frustrations and uncertainties.  Sync gives you some insight to bring out the inner power to 

achieve peace, growth and success in everyday life.

Keep Your heels head and standards high

Women’s Day Should Not Be The Only Day For You!
Self Growth | Self Love | Gratitude | Confidence

“

“
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A GRATITUDE CHART FIRST: 
You need to be thankful, thankful that you are alive, you can eat 
food, you are living under some roof, you are roaming around 
normally and you have a body and a face too. What you have, 
millions people might not even have it. Having an attitude of 
gratitude will change your life, just like it changed life of many 
powerful women who don’t forget to thank God for everything 
he has given them. To raise high, we don’t always have to look on 
those who are higher than us but also down where many of the 
people don’t even have what we already are blessed with. There 
can be anything in you, which many others just dream of. Think 
of it, is it a hazel eye? Or curly natural hair? Yes, these minor 
things are dreamt by so many other women, which you probably 
already have. Count them!

SELF LOVE: 
Show yourself love every day, sometime every time. This is as 
simple as giving yourself a spa treatment, rubbing yourself with 
extravagant oils, writing best things about yourself in a diary 
or even pampering yourself through your desired roses and 
candles setup or also a mini party for your own.  Practice self-
love regularly. You will feel the change after a month or two only. 
Self-love will reflect in your subliminal mind, enhance confidence 
level and shine your inner esteem. 

Lead Your Mind:
Unnecessary things which can reduce your self-growth should 
not be influenced through your mind. Your mind is all you need 
to get control of. When someone else in your circle succeeds or 
gets promoted, your mind plays a game of jealousy, competition 
and here you need to understand your levels are different, you 
are capable of different wonders. Just let it be. Convince your 
mind that your goal is somewhere else and you are on the way 
to reach your goal. Don’t be that woman that hates on another 
woman’s success. That hateful energy is toxic and will not do you 
any good. When you start to compare others success, chances of 
your success are lowered to only that level. Set your own levels!

LEARN AND APPRECIATE:  
You don’t need to follow successful people blindly but learn the 
brilliant things from them and don’t forget to remark them with 
your positive words. Just pick good qualities out of the best ones 
which are relevant and realistic to you. Implement it in your daily 
lifestyle. Be sure that you understand that your uniqueness is 
something you shouldn’t want to change. They might be amazing 
but so are you.

BE DIFFERENT: 
It’s common being common. Average people wake up, eat, pray, 
work, complain and die, will you just continue doing that? You 
got to break this cycle, today. Wake up, pray, meditate, run, 
do cycling, help people and do what you love to do. When you 
always depend on luck you limit yourself, get out of your comfort 
zone, start your own business or launch your own website or 
start your own blog or YouTube channel or write a book. If you 
love makeup, you can start your beauty blog. Whatever you do, 
don’t be a part of crowd, be Outlier by your innovative ideas, 
right decision and creative work.

YOUR TIME IS IMPORTANT: 
Do you know how important your time is? If not, LISTEN! 
Everyday world chores will distract your mind, your every 
hour, do meditation, divide your time in the small slot with a 
pre-planned schedule and work as it is your last day in this life. 
Realize the essence of time you have today and utilize it in at 
least something productive for the day.

IT’S GONNA BE OKAY: 
You can get ditched, lose your most important thing, be 
moneyless, rejected, deceived, failed in an interview or a test, not 
look your best or whatever. But, is it going to be forever that your 
despairs will be only left to mesmerize you and no improvement 
will come in your way? Remember that, everything will be okay 
at the end of the day. You are more POWERFUL than that of 
these failures and sufferings. You have all the immense power to 
be a star. Feel the inner power. Imagine that you can handle all 
the problems efficiently. Just BELIEVE in yourself.

YOUR MINUTES OF EVERYDAY: 
Every day is a new day so you have to learn something new or acquire certain level of a new skill. Decide how many minutes every day you 
are giving to yourself. They can just be 10 minutes or 30 minutes to even being an hour. Seriously, this would be more than enough! A new 
skill every 10 minute a day, for example, makeup, painting, photography or transforming your backyard wall. Give it 10 minutes and let your 
creative streaks feel it. Do it for some days and enhance it, this way you would recognize many of your abilities and hidden talents too. The 
main problem with us is that we are always afraid to start and leave the work within the mid-way. So, start from small, make it big with 
delicate effort.

UNDERSTAND BEFORE YOU QUESTION:
To understand the mindset of people, you need to observe more 
so, socialize with people as much as you can. Enhance your 
social and friends circle, talk with strangers, familiarize to work 
in a group, practice teaching ability, teach kids or teenagers or 
anyone, and observe the behavior and characters of people. This 
run-through will make you smart. You will start to understand 
the different mindset and different thoughts of people when you 
will communicate with lots of people.

Women’s Day Should Not Be The Only Day For You!
Self Growth | Self Love | Gratitude | Confidence
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WOMEN OF THE DECADE
EVERY WOMAN WHO MADE US PROUD

Women who made a mark and knocked all boundaries we honor them. 
These are some of the most notable women around the globe who have 
emerged as leaders in their respective fields and contributing towards 

society and making a difference.

Jacinda Ardern

Vivienne Poy

Shazia Perveen

Sunita Williams 

Julie Taymor

Jacinda Kate Laurell Ardern is a New Zealand 
politician serving as the 40th and current Prime 
Minister of New Zealand since 26 October 2017. 
She has also served as the Leader of the Labour 
Party since 1 August 2017. A  Former Canadian senator and first Canadian 

senator of Asian heritage.

Shazia Perveen is Pakistan’s first firefighter, 
who joined Rescue 1122 in 2010 at the 
age of 25. She belongs to Vehari District in 
Punjab,Pakistan.

Williams is an Indian-Slovenian 
descent. She holds the records 
for total spacewalks by a woman 
(seven) and most spacewalk time 
for a woman (50 hours, 40 minutes). 

The then 46-year-old Taymor received 
the Tony award for Outstanding 
Direction of a Musical, “The Lion 
King,” in 1998, making her the first 
woman to have won the honor.

Malala Yousafzai
Malala Yousafzai, the globally known child rights 
activist, has made us proud many times be it thorough 
winning Nobel Prize for Peace or her address to 
United Nations General Assembly.
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Oprah Winfrey
Zurinah Hassan 

Amy Hughes 

Madonna

Diana Nyad 

Tatyana McFadden

Oprah, a generous 
Philanthropist, who is today 
worth $2.7 billion as a famous 
US talk show host and a media 
proprietor, was born to a poor 
single mother in Mississippi.

Writer and poet Dr. Zurinah Hassan was 
named the 13th National Laureate in 
Malaysia in October 2015, becoming the first 
woman to be honored with the recognition. 
She has published six volumes of work, and 
her creations have been included in several 
anthologies.

Amy Hughes, a 26-year-old sports therapist 
from Oswestry in Shropshire, has completed 53 
marathons in 53 days running just over 1,389 miles 
(2235.3 kms) in all. She set the record for the most 
marathons run on consecutive days by any person, 
male or female.

Madonna has achieved an unprecedented level of power 
and control for a woman in the entertainment industry. 
She has sold more than 300 million records of her music 
and she has turned her hands to songwriting, acting, film-
directing and producing, fashion designing and writing 
children’s books.

In 2013, after breaking several swimming records and 
gaining major attention for swimming across large 
distances, the American author and swimmer, at age 64, 
became the first woman to swim from Cuba to Florida, a 
distance of 110 miles.

In 2013, the 25-year-old Tatyana McFadden became the first athlete to win six 
gold medals at 2013 IPC Athletics World Championships in Lyon. She claimed 
gold in every event from the 100 meters through to the 5,000 meters. Winning 
the the Boston, Chicago, London, and New York marathons in 2013, she became 
the first person - able-bodied or otherwise - to win the four major marathons in 
the same year.
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